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Born of intensity and power, behold the crisp hue of Caldera*. The explosive force of a volcano’s 
eruption instigates a subsequent interior collapse to form a caldera, essentially a crater born of 
fire. As rains cross over the caldera, it eventually fills with water, glistening and calming with a 
turquoise hue that complements the rich minerals of its environment. 

The water-filled craters provide the basis for abundant biotopes, teeming with life, and the 
colours of those environments transfer seamlessly to designed spaces, both indoors and  
outdoors. Mineral colours of grey, orange, brown and red offer rich contrasts to the turquoise 
water colour, displaying layers of colours within their surfaces and suggesting the varied 
textures of soil and rock.

As a colour, Caldera, can easily take on a variety of looks from a modern vibe to a traditional 
aesthetic, depending on where and how it is applied. Cabinetry and built-in furnishings are  
joy-filled with this hue whether used in a contemporary setting or as a refreshing departure  
for traditional styles. Of course, as an architectural colour, it can wrap around spaces to fill 
them with the sparkle of turquoise waters, offering a sense of nature’s wonder.

The powerful orange of Mars, the rusty-brown of Crypto, and deep brown of Espresso Harbor 
Oak Classic are all enhanced with the freshness of Caldera’s turquoise colour. Together they  
create natural contrasts of colour, balance warm and cool colour temperature, and suggest  
textures that soothe the eye for a designed space.
A journey in design may be explored with the coolness of Caldera and the electric, violet-blue 
of Sphere, both being shocked with the addition of bright red Artist. Continue with the depth  
of Haitabu Dark Grey Classic and the palette, indeed, seems a journey through space.

Caldera’s are formed from change, eruptive and powerful, they embody a chain of events 
and nature’s changing dynamic. Caldera, the colour, is an inspired turquoise hue that brings 
nature’s teeming beauty to any living space.

*  The trend colour Caldera is available as Northern Lights Supermatt S40.40.23.0056.000 in the portfolio of the 
3D thermolaminates.


